Introduction
Let Y be an integral projective curve defined over an algebraically closed field K and TT : X -• Y its normalization. Set g := p a {Y) and q := p a (X). We always assume g > 4. The dualizing sheaf uiy is locally free if and only if Y is Gorenstein. We have hP{Y,uy) = g. Since g > 3, uxy is spanned by its global sections ( [10] ). Set L := TT*(coy)/Tors(n*(wy)).
Since X is smooth, L is a line bundle. Set d := deg(L). We have d < 2g -2 and d = 2g -2 if and only if Y is Gorenstein ( [10] or [6] , Lemma 1 of the appendix with J. Harris); alternatively, this follows from Clifford's lemma. Since uy is spanned, L is spanned. Furthermore, it is easy to check that the natural
map j : ir*(H°(Y,uy)) -> H°(X,L) is injective and in particular h°(X,L) > h°(Y,uy)
= g ([10] ). Let u : X -> PS" 1 be the morphism induced by the pair (L, j(7r*(JJ 0 (y, wy)))). Set C := u(X) and 7 := p a (C).
We always assume that Y is not hyperelliptic. Hence u is a birational map ( [10] , Th. 17). Hence C is an integral non-degenerate curve in P 9_1 and deg(C) = d. Thus C is a partial normalization of Y and q < 7 < g. Call v : C -> Y the associated birational morphism. C is called the canonical model of Y". We have 7 = q if and only if u is an embedding. By Clifford's lemma
this is impossible for d < 2g -2. By the functoriality of the dualizing sheaf we have a map v! : u>x -> 7r*{oJy) which is an isomorphism over
iv~l(Y Teg ).
• In section 3 we will give several examples of canonical curves related to Theorem 1. In particular we will prove the following result. However, for integral curves with only planar singularities we may improve [8] . In section 2 we will prove the following result. The case of hyperelliptic curves was completely studied in [7] and [8] . We conjecture that Theorem 2 holds for many curves with non-planar singularities. The proof of Theorem 2 given in section 2 shows that the result is true with weaker bounds on char(K). The last part of our proof of theorem 2 shows for instance that if g -4 and char(K) ^ 2 the curves given by Examples 1 and 2 are the only exceptions. 
. + P s )) > 2 and either char(K) = 0 or each point appears with multiplicity < char(K).
Assume the Claim and take s minimal with Pi,..., P S satisfying the Claim. The minimality of s implies that O Y (P\ +.. . + P S ) is base point free. Hence 0y(Pi + ... + P S ) defines a degree s morphism / : Y -> P 1 . Since {Pi,..., P s } is a fiber of / and Pj ^ Pj for all i ^ j, f is separable. Hence Theorem 2 follows from the Claim. Furthermore, to have the morphism /, except the condition " / is separable ", it is not necessary to know that the points Pi,..., P s are distinct, and to have the separability of / we only need that either char(K) = 0 or that char(K) -p > 0 and in the divisor Pi + b P s at least one point Pi appears with multiplicity at most p -1, e.g. with multiplicity 1; under our assumptions on char(K) every morphism of degree at most g -1 is separable. We will check that, except in a few examples, either this weaker form of the Claim holds or we obtain a low degree separable morphism Y -» P 
(Y,Lj Y {-P-P')) = h°(Y,UY(-P-P'-P")).
By Serre duality this implies We need dim(TQ<Y') = 2 and this is true if at each step we project from a point Pi, such that, calling Yi and Qi the corresponding objects at this step, the line ({Pi, Qi}) intersects Y\ only in {P\,QI} as a scheme; since Pi ^ TQ x YI for general Pi, the scheme-theoretic intersection of the line ({Pi, Qi}) with YI at Qi is just {Qi}. Thus it is sufficient that the projection of Y\ from Qi is birational; assume that this is not the case. Since char(K) > g, this implies that the projection from Pi is not generically injective. Since Yi C P Since T is non-degenerate, we have deg(T) > g -2 and hence either u is birational or deg(u) = 2, P has multiplicity two and T is a rational normal curve. If this projection u is separable but not birational, there are 4 distinct points Qi, Q2, Q3, Q4 € Y reg such that the lines ({Qi, Q2}) and ({Q3, Q4}) are distinct and contain P; in particular ({Qi> Qi, Qzi Qi}) is a plane; since g > 5 we obtain the Claim in its strong form. If the projection u is not separable, then deg(u) = 2 and char(K) = 2, contradiction. If deg(u) = 1, then we see that any general hyperplane section of T is not in lineaxly general position. Thus the curve T is very strange in the sense of [2] and in particular by [9] it is strange; again for degree reasons, projecting T into P 9-3 from its strange point we obtain char(K) > deg(T)/(g -4), contradiction. Hence we may assume that for a general line D through P and a smooth point of Y" we have card(Y" fl D) = 1. Since lenght(Z? n Y") > 3, this implies that Y" n D contains P (as a divisor on D) with multiplicity at least two. Since P is planar point of Y", this is impossible, because for any line D not contained in TpY" the divisor DC\Y" of D contains P with multiplicity one. Now assume g = 4. By Riemann -Roch it is easy to check that Y is the complete intersection of an irreducible quadric, S, and an irreducible cubic. Hence Y reg has a trisecant line contained in S unless S is a cone and Y contains the vertex, v, of S. In this case Y is described by Example 1 (projection from v generically two to one) or Example 2 for g = 4 (projection from v birational) or char(K) = 2, Y has multiplicity two at v and the projection from v is purely inseparable.
H^OYIP + P')) = h L {Y,G Y {P + P' + P")) and h°(Y, O Y (P + P' + P")) =

Proof of Proposition 1
Here we give few examples of canonical embeddings of non-Gorenstein integral curves with smooth canonical models. The Examples 3 and 5 are linearly normal and any of them proves Proposition 1. The Examples 4 and 5 are not linearly normal. In [3] , p. 244, there are two descriptions of the canonical defect D, the one due to Grothendieck (see [1] ) and the one due to Rosenlicht ([11] , IV.9); for Rosenlicht 's description, see [12] , §2). The following examples may be checked using [12] , §2. 
